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SEQUENTIAL DECODER FAST INCORRECT

claims When considered in connection With the Figures,

PATH ELIMINATION METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR PSEUDO-ORTHOGONAL
CODING

Wherein like reference numbers refer to similar items

throughout the Figures, and:
FIG. 1 shoWs a 64-QAM embodiment of a phase point

constellation built from three pseudo-orthogonal QPSK sig

RELATED INVENTION

nals;
FIG. 2 graphically illustrates the cancellation of a third and

The present invention claims bene?t under 35 U.S.C. 119

US. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/994,533,
?led 20 Sep. 2007, Which is incorporated by reference herein.

second QPSK signal from a signal de?ned by a 64-QAM
phase point constellation resulting from the vector addition of
the second and third QPSK signals to a ?rst QPSK signal;

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

second, and ?rst QPSK signal from a signal de?ned by a

(e) to “Pseudo-Orthogonal Coding Method Enhancements,”

FIG. 3 graphically illustrates the cancellation of a third,

64-QAM phase point constellation resulting from the vector
addition of the second and third QPSK signals to a ?rst QPSK

The present invention relates to the ?eld of forWard error

correction coding (FEC). More speci?cally, the present

signal;

invention relates to a coding method that provides greater

FIG. 4 graphically illustrates an equivalent method of the
cancellation process in FIG. 3 by placing the origin of a
coordinate system at the position of the hypothesiZed transmit

coding gain than current coding methods.

symbol;

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
20

FIG. 5 shoWs a Rayleigh cumulative probability distribu

The goal of a modern digital communication system design

tion function for noise residuals in an additive White Gaussian

is to send the maximum amount of information possible

noise environment along With probabilities for various

across a band limited channel using the least amount of
poWer.

sequential noise residuals;

The attached Appendix “Communication Method and

25

Apparatus” contains background material on a neW coding

symbol from 2 different hypothesiZed transmit symbols;

method that pseudo-orthogonal combines multiple QPSK
signals to produce a higher order quadrature amplitude modu
lation (QAM) constellation.
The present invention describes methods and apparatus
that retains the correct path through a sequential decoder

FIG. 6 shoWs the rightmost curve of FIG. 5 in another
format in Which the x and y axis are interchanged;
FIG. 7 shoWs the noise residual for a received 64-QAM

30

FIG. 8 shoWs the noise residual Rayleigh distribution func
tion for the correct path and an incorrect path offset by the
minimum constellation nearest neighbor distance of this

64-QAM example;
FIG. 9 illustrates the early termination of incorrect paths;

While ef?ciently eliminating incorrect paths.

FIG. 10 shoWs a processing ?owchart for a sequential

decoder;

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
35

The Appendix describes an invention that makes multiple
hypothesis as to Which QPSK signal Was transmitted for each

lost; and
FIG. 12 shoWs a block diagram of a decoder that imple

of the QPSK constellations that Were combined With a base

ments parallel path processing.

QPSK constellation. The signals from these additional QPSK
constellations are cancelled from the received signal, thus

40

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

leaving only the base QPSK constellation.
The present invention makes multiple hypothesis as to
Which QPSK signal Was transmitted for all the combined

QPSK constellations. The signals from all QPSK constella
tions are cancelled from the received signal, thus leaving only

FIG. 11 shoWs an overlapping frame processing approach
to limit the number of symbol errors When the correct path is

The preferred embodiment Will be illustrated for 64-QAM
45

in Which 3 QPSK modulations are combined in an additive

the channel and circuit noise that Was added during transmis

White Gaussian noise (AWGN) environment. Each QPSK

sion When the correct transmit signal is hypothesiZed. That is,
the residual to the received symbol is simply equal to the
received noise. This residual Will be statistically smaller than
the residual for all other incorrect hypothesis.
The minimum path metric through the decoder Will alWays
indicate the correct decoding path if the correct path is
retained for a suf?cient period of time Without being inad
vertently eliminated. The present invention Will shoW that the
correct path Will not be eliminated if adequate hardWare and

modulation uses the same rate 1/2 convolutional code With

constraint length (K) equal to 11. The 2'” and 3rd QPSK
50

described in the Appendix for Appendix FIG. 21).
In the decoder, each existing branch forms 8 neW branches
for each neW symbol received. The decoder calculates the

path residual for each path and forms a path metric equal to
55

The entire goal of the decoder is to not eliminate the correct

could potentially be the correct path.

path While eliminating incorrect paths as rapidly as possible.
Refer to FIG. 2 Where the current received 64-QAM sym
60

that provide fast incorrect path elimination.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65

A more complete understanding of the present invention
may be derived by referring to the detailed description and

the sum of all the residuals along that path as described in the

Appendix.

processing resources are provided to retain all paths that

The present invention Will also shoW that the noise statis
tics determines these hardWare requirements necessary to
ensure that the correct path is not eliminated. The present
invention Will also describe preferred methods and apparatus

constellations are rotated by plus and minus 45 degrees to
form 36 constellation points as illustrated in FIG. 1 (and

bol 32 is obtained by combining a binary “1 1” symbol from
each of the 3 combined QPSK constellations. The signal due
to the 3rd QPSK constellation 10 is canceled by moving the
received 64-QAM symbol 32 leftWard to position 33. The
signal due to the 2'” QPSK constellation 15 is canceled by
moving the neW altered received 64-QAM symbol at position
33 doWnWard to position 20. The residuals from the neW

altered received symbol at position 20 are then calculated by

US 8,437,431 B1
3
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?nding the geometric distance to each symbol of the base
QPSK constellation 25. The residual 30 to the binary “l l”
symbol of the base QPSK constellation 25 represents the

heads in a roW is therefore equal to 0.25. Point 75 in FIG. 5
illustrates that tWo correct path residuals in a roW cannot both

64-QAM symbol. This cancellation procedure is fully

exceed 4.3 sigma at a SER of 10'8 because p1 and p2 of each
residual is 10'4 (point 76 on curve 50). For 9 sequential
residuals, all cannot exceed 2.05 sigma (point 80 on curve

explained in the Appendix Where 2 QPSK constellations are

51).

channel and circuit noise that Was added to the transmitted

combined (see Appendix FIG. 10).

Thus, one technique of determining if a neW branch should

In this invention, the residual is calculated by postulating a

be spaWned is to determine if multiple sequential residuals

third hypothesis as to Which base QPSK symbol Was trans
mitted, in addition to the ?rst 2 hypothesis as illustrated in
FIG. 3. That is, the signal due to the base QPSK constellation

exceed a threshold based on the design SER.
Alternatively, the Rayleigh CDF curve 50 can be redraWn
as curve 86 illustrated in FIG. 6 Where the design SER is

25 is canceled by moving the neW altered received 64-QAM
symbol at position 20 doWn and to the left to position 22. The
residual 29 from the neW altered received symbol at position
22 is then calculated by ?nding the geometric distance to the
origin of base QPSK constellation 25.

plotted on the x axis (plotted as l/SER so l00:l0_2) against
the residual on the y axis. This CDF curve 86 indicates the

maximum 2'” residual value alloWed based on the SER and

I“ residual value.
For example, if a 10-8 residual (point 85 equal to 525) is
received for the I“ residual value, than no greater than a 10'2
residual (point 90 equal to 300) can be received for the 2'”
residual because the probability of 10-6 for the l“ residual

For the correct hypothesis, canceling all 3 QPSK signals
from the received 64-QAM symbol 32 leaves only the chan
nel and circuit noise residual 29. Note that the noise residual
29 in FIG. 3 is identical to the noise residual 30 in FIG. 2.

20

Calculating the residual by canceling all 3 QPSK signals
from the received 64-QAM symbol 32 is equivalent to cen
tering the origin of a x,y axis over the hypothesized transmit

symbol 35 and calculating the geometric distance 29 from the
origin to the received 64-QAM symbol 32 as illustrated in

than 10-8 and thus could not be from the correct path.

Instead of multiplying probabilities, the probabilities can
25

FIG. 4.

path can be terminated.
30

n 64-QAM symbols (2 million after only 7 received symbols).
For AWGN, the in-phase noise and quadrature-phase noise

symbol and the residual from the received symbol to the
origin calculated. If the probability of obtaining the residual,
or the probability of obtaining a series of sequential residuals
35

the received 64-QAM symbol 32 for a correctly hypothesiZed
64-QAM transmit symbol 35 is equal to that of a 2-dimen
sional Gaussian PDF centered on the hypothesiZed transmit
symbol 35. As is Well knoWn to those skilled in the art, the

geometric distance 29 from the received 64-QAM symbol 32

40

to the hypothesiZed transmit symbol 35 has a Rayleigh PDF.
That is, the residual is Rayleigh distributed With a cumulative
distribution function (CDF) as illustrated as the rightmost
curve 50 in FIG. 5 Where one standard deviation (sigma) is
plotted to occur at x:l00. As is Well knoWn to those skilled in

is inside the maximum residual boundary 105 While the

hypothesiZed transmit symbol 1 00 in the loWer right quadrant
45

To determine if a neW branch should be spaWned, the
50

can be spaWned for each received symbol is the most effective
not spaWned cannot go on to spaWn additional branches for

subsequent received symbols.
55

The correct path metric is composed of the sum of all the
correct path residuals Whose residual magnitude PDF is the
Rayleigh distribution illustrated in FIG. 8. As is Well knoWn
by those skilled in the art, the mode (peak of the distribution)
is the most frequent residual value and is equal to the sigma of

60

the 2-dimensional Gaussian noise distribution. The mean is

correct path. Therefore, the neW branch need not be spaWned.
That is any path, including the correct path, is alloWed to be
lost Whenever its noise residual 29 occurs With a probability

equal to sigma times the square root of pi over 2 and the
standard deviation is equal to sigma times the square root of
4 minus pi over 2.
If a number (n) of correct path residuals are averaged, the

The 8 leftmost curves in FIG. 5 illustrate the maximum

sequential (2 through 9) residuals that can be obtained on the
correct path. As is Well knoWn by those skilled in the art, the
probability P of obtaining 2 heads in a roW on a coin ?ip is

equal to p1 times p2 Where p1 is the probability of getting a
head on the ?rst ?ip (0.5) and p2 is the probability of getting
a head on the second ?ip (0.5). The probability P of getting 2

or the path can be eliminated if it exists.
Eliminating as many of the 8 neW branches that potentially

method of minimiZing the number of paths in play. A branch

curve 50.

ofless than 10's.

cannot be part of the correct path because the residual 28 is

outside the maximum residual boundary 105 around hypoth
esiZed transmit symbol 100. Therefore, the branch associated
With hypothesiZed transmit symbol 100 need not be spaWned

than or equal to x.

For example, if the design SER is 10's, then any residual 29
Whose value is greater than 6.1 sigma (point 70) cannot be the

along a particular decoder path exceeds the SER, the decoder
path is eliminated.
FIG. 7 illustrates 2 of the 8 possible path residuals in this
64-QAM example obtained for the received symbol 32 at 2
different hypothesiZed transmit symbol locations 35 and 100.
Also illustrated is the circular maximum residual boundary
105 based on the design SER. Note that the hypothesiZed
symbol 35 can be on the correct path because the residual 29

the art, the CDF in FIG. 5 indicates the probability (vertical
axis) that the value x of the residual (horizontal axis) is less
desired decoder symbol error rate (SER) is select. That is, the
symbol error rate that can be tolerated by the coding applica
tion is selected. The neW branch is spaWned only if the
residual 29 is less than the selected SER on the rightmost CDF

In summary, for each received symbol, the origin of the
residual x,y axis is centered over the hypothesiZed transmit

both have a Gaussian or normal probability distribution func

tion (PDF) as is Well knoWn by those skilled in the art of
communication systems. Therefore, the noise residual 29 of

be converted to logarithms and summed as is Well knoWn to
those skilled in the art. When the logrithmetic sum of these

sequential residuals along a particular decoder code tree path
exceed the logarithm of the design SER, the decoder code tree

Since each received 64-QAM symbol 32 spaWns 8 neW

branches in this 64-QAM example, fast path elimination is
essential to reduce decoder complexity. Without fast path
elimination, paths Would groW at the rate of 8” after receiving

value times 10'2 for the 2'” residual value equals the design
SER of l0_8. To get a 2'” residual that is higher (less prob
able) Would produce a combined 2-trial probability of less

65

resulting distribution is equal to the nth convolution of the
Rayleigh distribution. HoWever, by the Central Limit Theo
rem, the mean of this sum Will be equal to the mean of the

US 8,437,431 B1
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Rayleigh distribution and the standard deviation will be equal
to standard deviation of the Rayleigh distribution divided by

represents the correct path, the dots 125 represent symbol
times, and the ?ne lines 130 represent incorrect paths.

the square root of n as is well known by those skilled in the art.

As a consequence, this code’s performance is set by the
number of paths it can handle. Performance close to the
Shannon bound can be obtained if adequate hardware
resources are provided to support the large number of paths in
play that occur at low SNR.

The path metric of any incorrect path is composed of the
sum of all the incorrect path’s residual. An incorrect path
residual has the same received noise distribution as the correct

path, but it also has an offset bias related to the distance

At low SNR, both the residual and metric path elimination

between the hypothesiZed transmit symbol and the symbol
actually transmitted (between symbols 100 and 35 for

thresholds must be increased to prevent the elimination of the

correct path. Consequently, many more paths are in play for

example in FIG. 7). For a few path residuals, the bias may be
Zero since symbol constellation points in this 64-QAM
example are shared. For other path residuals, the average bias

longer periods of time which increase the required processing
and memory resources.

All paths can trace their origin back to the ?rst symbol

will be equal to the distance between nearest neighbor con

received. However, all incorrect paths, and the paths they

stellation points. However, for the majority of paths the

spawn, eventually get eliminated due to either high residuals

residual will be much greater than nearest neighbor points, in

or high path metrics. Therefore, by placing the path decode
point 135 behind the longest incorrect path 140, any current

which case the branch will not be spawned.
FIG. 8 illustrates Rayleigh residual PDFs 110 and 112 for
20,000 noise samples at a 6 dB SNR for the correct path and

incorrect path respectively when the incorrect path is offset by
the minimum constellation nearest neighbor distance for this
64-QAM example. If a number of residuals from these two
distributions are averaged, the correct path average will be
lower than the incorrect path average.
If a large number of residuals are averaged, tight averaged
sample distributions 114 and 115 will be obtained for the
correct path and incorrect path respectively as illustrated in
FIG. 8. Averaged sample distributions 114 and 115 show that
even if all the incorrect path residuals were those residuals
due to the constellation’s minimum nearest neighbor dis
tance, the correct path could still be identi?ed by its lower

path history can be decoded to correctly indicate the correct

path history prior to the decode point.
20

Alternatively, a counter can be used to indicate the number

of consecutive times a path is the minimum metric path. If the
minimum metric path is the correct path, the counter will
reach a relatively high count. If not the correct path, the
counter will not reach a very high count because the minimum
25

path will arbitrarily shift from one incorrect path to another.
If the minimum path counter exceeds a threshold based on

design SER, that path can be used to decode the correct path
at a point earlier than the decode point. This reduces the code

latency.
30

This coding approach has the advantage that it has low
latency compared to turbo codes and the same simple pro

average if the residual sample size were large enough (path

cessing structure can be used for a wide range of bandwidth

long enough).

ef?ciency (bits-per-symbol) and design SER. The perfor

Averaged sample distributions 114 and 115 illustrate that
incorrect paths can also be eliminated by forming residual
sample averages for each path and paths eliminated if the

mance is primarily selected by the maximum number of
active paths the hardware is designed to process.
The decoding structure also makes the use of lookup tables

35

and parallel processing simple and straight forward to imple
ment in hardware, which greatly speeds up path processing

average exceeds a predetermined threshold based on design
SER.

For example, every 4 residuals of a path could be averaged
and compared to a threshold. Two of these 4 residual averages

could also be averaged and compared to another threshold.
This process could be further repeated for additional larger
groups of 16 and 32 residuals. This technique achieves the
goal of eliminating paths as quickly as possible before the
total number of paths gets too large.

since the total number of paths can be split up amongst the
40

FIG. 10 illustrates a ?owchart of the main decoding steps.
Each new received symbol is temporarily stored in terms of its

in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) components. A stored
path is retrieved from memory and its hypothesiZed transmit
45

The simplest path elimination technique is to just eliminate
all branches that exceed the minimum path metric (assumed
to be the correct path) by a ?xed threshold. At high SNR, this
technique is all that is required because the large contrast
between correct and incorrect path metrics keeps the number

totally unbiased by incorrect symbols. In contrast, all other
paths contain a residual bias. Just like playing roulette in
Vegas, an incorrect path may win in the short term (have a
lower metric than the correct path) but will always lose over
the long term (have a higher metric then the correct path). As
long as the correct path is not eliminated, it will eventually

symbols are retrieved from a lookup table.
Next, x and y cancellation values are retrieved from

another lookup table for these hypothesiZed transmit signals
and subtracted from the received symbol I and Q values.
Entering the resulting hypothesiZed cancelled signal xr and yr
50

of paths in play small.
In reality, incorrect path residuals tend to be very large
whenever the hypothesiZed transmit symbol differs by a large
constellation distance from the transmitted symbol. If all 8
spawned branches are eliminated, the entire cumulative path
is eliminated. Thus, most incorrect paths don’t exist for very
long before they are eliminated.
The basis for this code’s performance is the fact that the
path metric for the correct path is due to noise only and is

parallel hardware.

residual values into a 2-dimensional residual lookup table, the
residuals are calculated. The residual lookup table stores the
square root of the sum of the squares of xr and yr (residual

Euclidean distance between the received symbol 32 and the
origin 35 in FIG. 4). The residual lookup table only has to
55

support the xr and yr values for the selected design SER

(maximum residual boundary 105 in FIG. 7).
Based on the current or accumulated path residuals, a new

60

branch is either spawned or the current path eliminated.
Spawning the branch involves creating a new path record
from the spawning path and updating its parameters. In a like
manner, the rest of the potential 8 branches are either spawned
or their paths eliminated. This process is repeated for all

current paths in play.

always be the path from which all other paths are spawned.

The number of paths in play is highly variable over time
depending on how many paths happen to have residuals and
metrics close to the correct path. However, most paths will

This is illustrated in FIG. 9 where the bold center line 120

eliminate over a span of l 0 to 20 symbols. An implementation

65
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technique to reduce the path storage requirements is to carry

using separate physical hardWare elements or using various

the calculation of a current path forward through a number of
symbols before performing the calculations for the next cur

blocks of hardWare resources inside a single physical hard
Ware element such as a Field Programmable Gate Array

rent path.
This Will increase the code latency by the number of sym

block 200 can also be implemented in the same FPGA.

(FPGA). LikeWise, many of the elements inside code receiver
Although this decoding method has been described for a

bols carried forWard While at the same time decreasing the

particular 64-QAM constellation, additional QPSK constel

peak memory requirements. Memory is saved because,
except for the correct path, all other paths (and the paths

lation signals can be encoded to increase the bandWidth e?i

ciency (bits per symbol). Combining additional QPSK con

spaWned by them) Will terminate over the next 10 to 20
symbols anyWay. By not processing all current paths at once,
the spaWned paths of all the current paths do not have to be
temporally stored at the same time prior to their elimination,

stellations does not change the structure of the decoder.

Instead, the siZe of the lookup tables simply increase along
With the number of paths in play and the constellation points
become denser.

thus reducing peak memory requirements.

In current high order coding constellation implementa
tions, circuit imperfections that slightly alter the position of
constellation points lead to rapid degradation of performance.

If the correct path happens to get eliminated, it may take
many symbols (thus giving many errors) before the correct
path is acquired again. To prevent this, a frame siZe can be
selected. This process is illustrated in FIG. 11 based on a path

decoding latency of 32 symbols 150 and a frame siZe of 8
symbols 155. For this example, a neW decoder is launched

every 8 symbols and continued for 40 symbols. At the end of
32 symbols, the oldest symbol of the ?rst decoder 158 is
decoded for the next 8 symbols 156. The subsequent 8 sym
bols 157 are decoded using the second decoder 159 launched
at the end of the ?rst decoder’s initial 8 symbols 156. Like

20

Wise, for the 3rd through 5th overlapping decoders 160
through 162 respectively.

25

Using the present invention decoder, all residuals are calcu
lated betWeen the received symbol and the hypothesiZed
transmit symbol. By using a knoWn training message, the x,y
cancellation lookup tables can be easily adjusted to compen
sate for any circuit imperfections and thus match the receiver
constellation points With the transmitter constellation points.
Alternatively, since the transmitted symbols are knoWn, the
actual received constellation point positions can be automati
cally calibrated during normal operation to remove circuit

imperfections by continually modifying the cancellation x
and y values. The correct modi?cation can be automatically

In an AWGN environment, the correct path is lost When a

learned by monitoring the mean of the Gaussian distributed

noise sample or samples occur Whose probability is less than

noise on the correct path. The mean of this noise Will be Zero

the SER. By launching a neW decoder that starts from an
initial reset state every 8 symbols, a maximum of 8 symbol
errors Will be made due to an eliminated correct path caused

for each constellation point When the calibration is correct.
30

That is, the in-phase and quadrature-phase noise components
of received symbol 32 With respect to transmit symbol 35 in

by these loW probability noise samples.

FIG. 4 Will both be Zero When averaged over a large number

Although a frame siZe 155 of 8 and a decoding latency 150
of 32 Was used in this example, many other values can be

of symbols along the correct path.
Coding methods have traditionally been compared using

chosen depending on the particular communication applica
tion performance and hardWare cost goals.
FIG. 12 illustrates one possible parallel hardWare imple

35

ment.

This code’s residual and metric path elimination tech
niques and thresholds have been described using AWGN.

mentation of the invention decoder. A block diagram 200 of a
generic code receiver consists of a receiver 205 and analog to

digital converter (A/D) 210. The digitiZed samples from A/D

40

210 are doWnconverted to baseband using I mixer 220, Q
mixer 225, and local oscillator (L0) 215. An I-channel inte

Were a problem, path elimination decisions could be post
poned until after 2 or 3 consecutive residuals Were received to
45

ments of block diagram 200 are very common and are Well
knoWn to those skilled in the art.

Received symbol I and Q values are passed to parallel
decoderpath processors 300, each of Which update a subset of
all current decoder paths. For each path in stored path

50

memory 305, the 8 possible hypothesiZed received 64-QAM
symbols are retrieved from lookup table 310. The x,y voltage
values for each symbol are retrieved from lookup table 315
and subtracted in adder 320 from the received symbol I,Q
value latched by the I&D matched ?lters 230 and 235 to form
the complex residual value xr,yr for the hypothesiZed transmit

HoWever, these techniques and thresholds can be modi?ed to
account for other noise environments.

For example, if occasional high amplitude noise spikes

grate and dump (I&D) matched ?lter 230, Q-channel I&D
matched ?lter 235, and symbol synchroniZer 240 convert the
received symbols to their I and Q components. These ele

AWGN because it has been found that coding methods that
excel against AWGN also excel in a non-AWGN environ

prevent eliminating the correct path based on a single high
residual. Of course, this Would increase the number of paths
in play. HoWever, other than the need for more path resources,
the decoding structure Would not change.
The code and decoding methods described in this invention
are capable of operating very close to the Shannon capacity
bound by providing adequate resources to handle the large
number of paths in play at loW signal to noise ratio.
In contrast With this code, the tree structure of a rate 1/2

convolutional code of constraint length K repeats itself after
55

K branches. Any node having the same state label at the same

symbol. The magnitude of this complex residual value is

time can be merged since all succeeding paths Will be indis
tinguishable. The process of merging converts the tree struc

obtained from 2-dimensional residual memory 350 and sent
to the residual processor 325. The residual processor 325

When 2 paths merge, one can be eliminated.

combines this neWest residual With the path’s prior residuals
and updates stored path memory 3 05 by either eliminating the

ture to a trellis diagram. The basis ofV1terbi decoding is that
60

In Viterbi rate decoding With K equal to 11, the minimum

free distance (sum of branch Hamming distance metrics) is

path or spaWning a neW branch.

15. Therefore, the code can correct a minimum of 7 errors.

An overall coordination processor (not shoWn) manages
the allocation of stored paths to the path processors 300 and
handles the ?nal decoding and output of code symbols. As

As is knoWn by those skilled in the art, maximum minimum
distance is not the key to reaching channel capacity. Instead,

Well be obvious to anyone skilled in the art, path processors
300 and the coordination processor can be constructed either

65

the code should be random-like. Random codes Were used by
Shannon to calculate the theoretical potential of channel cod
ing.
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Turbo and LDPC codes both use large pseudo-random
interleavers in the encoder and decoder to yield near-Shan
non-limit performance. In the case of turbo codes, error ?oors
occur because turbo codes have relatively poor minimum

across a band-limited channel using the least amount of

poWer. Speci?cally, the designer’s goals are to maximiZe
transmission bit rate R, minimiZe probability of bit error Pb,
minimiZe the required bit energy to noise poWer Eb/NO, and
minimiZe the required system bandWidth W. HoWever, these
goals are in con?ict With each other Which necessitates the
trading off of one system goal With another.
Modulation and coding techniques alloW the designer to

distances, so ultimately performance is limited by the prob
ability of confusing the transmitted codeWord With a near

neighbor.
LDPC codes Will out perform turbo codes for very large
block siZes and interleavers.

trade-off poWer and bandWidth to achieve a desired bit error

Thus, to produce near Shannon capacity codes, large

rate (BER). This trade-off is illustrated via a family of Pb
versus Eb/NO curves for the coherent detection of orthogonal

blocks and interleavers are required to increase minimum
distance betWeen codeWords and to increase the randomness
of the codeWords.

signaling and multiple phase signaling in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2.
These signaling schemes are called M-ary because they pro

The code described in the present invention naturally has
large minimum distances and randomness Without the need
for large block siZes.
Since codeWords are composed from three independent
data streams, the combined transmitted codeWord is totally

cess k bits per unit interval. The modulator uses one of its

MIZk Waveforms to represent each k-bit message sequence.

For orthogonal signal sets (FIG. 1), such as frequency shift

keying (FSK) modulation, increasing the siZe of the symbol
set reduces the Eb/NO required at the expense of more band

random. If tree branches ever merge, it Will be long after

incorrect paths have already terminated and neW paths have
come into play. Experiments have shoWn that 20 to 30 symbol
errors (as de?ned by the correct path residual not being the
minimum path residual) can occur at loW SNR Without either
the correct path being lost or a decoder output error being
made.
The Shannon capacity bound can be reached for any

Width. In FSK, different frequencies represent different sym
20

require the same energy-per-symbol. Increasing the number
of symbols increases the number of bits-per-symbol so the
25

selected bandWidth ef?ciency simply by providing enough
resources to handle the large number of paths in play. This
characteristic could be useful in a space probe application
Where billions of paths in play could be stored and processed

the number of symbols increases, the spacing betWeen phase
30

35

number of paths in play, high bandWidth e?iciency (bits per
symbol) at high poWer ef?ciency (loW Eb/NO) near the capac

detected and corrected. TWo categories of FEC codes are
block codes and convolutional codes. In the case of block

Current high order QAM constellations require compli

codes, the source data is segmented into blocks of k message
40

many QAM symbols must be calculated. In contrast, all

hypothesiZed received transmit symbol irrespective of the
QAM order Which alloWs the extensive use of lookup tables

A convolutional code is described by the three integers n, k,
45

In summary, this encoder/ decoder modulation and coding
method invention combines loWer order constellations into
higher order constellations in a manner that alloWs the loW
order constellations to appear pseudo-orthogonal in the
decoder code tree, the loW order constellation signals can be

bits to Which are appended n-k redundant bits to form a n-bit

codeWord. The ratio of message bits to codeWords (k/n) is
called the code rate. The code rate is the portion of the code
Word that carries message information.

residuals in this code are calculated to the origin of the

decoding process. By selecting the correct path through the

thus requiring an increase in energy-per-bit.
Another designer option is to reduce poWer requirements
using FEC codes. These codes insert structured redundancy
into the source data so that the presence of errors can be

ity bound (and With loW latency) are possible With this code.

thus reducing the decoder complexity.

increments decrease requiring more energy-per-symbol.

Although the bandWidth doesn’t increase, the required
energy-per-symbol increases more than the bits-per-symbol

For commercial applications, Moore’s laW Will provide
increasingly large amounts of loW-cost memory and parallel
processing capability in the years ahead. Since parallel

cated residual calculations since the distance to each of the

energy-per-bit decreases.
For non-orthogonal signal sets (FIG. 2), such as multiple
phase shift keying (MPSK) modulation, increasing the siZe of
the symbol set requires an increased Eb/NO. In MPSK, differ
ent carrier phase increments represent different symbols. As

at leisure in non-real-time.

resources can easily split up and process subsets of the large

bols so the signals are orthogonal. That is, the transmission of
one symbol doesn’t effect the other symbols and all symbols

and K, Where the ratio k/n has the same code rate signi?cance
as for block codes. Convolutional codes are not formed into

blocks as in block codes, but rather are formed continuously

50

by an encoding shift register. The integer K is called the
constraint length and the length of the encoding shift register
is equal to K-l.

cancelled leaving only circuit and transmission noise. For any
desired SER and noise statistics, the error-free correct path
through the decoder can be retained and identi?ed if adequate

FEC codes correct some of the errors in the received data
Which alloWs a loWer poWer to be used to transmit the data.

hardWare and computational resources are provided.

in the required E b/NO to achieve a speci?ed error performance

The method and preferred embodiments of the invention
have been illustrated and described in detail. HoWever, it Will
be readily apparent to those skilled in the art that various
modi?cations may be made therein Without departing from
the spirit of the invention.

Coding gain is de?ned as the reduction, expressed in decibels,
55 of a FEC coded system over an un-coded one With the same

modulation. The coding performance for coherently demodu
lated BPSK over a Gaussian channel for several block codes

60

APPENDIX

Communication Method and Apparatus

is illustrated in FIG. 3 and for various convolutional codes in
FIG. 4.
Block codes and convolutional codes achieve an improve
ment in BER by bandWidth expansion. That is, a k-bit mes
sage sequence is replaced by a n-bit codeWord. To achieve the
same message bit rate, the channel bandWidth Would have to

The goal of a modern digital communication system design

be increased by n/k.
Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) combines modulation
and coding schemes to achieve coding gain Without a band

is to send the maximum amount of information possible

Width expansion. Redundancy is provided by increasing the

Background:
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signal alphabet through multilevel/phase signaling, so the

generator generates branch metrics that are responsive to the

channel bandwidth is not increased.
FEC coding is a mature ?eld of communications technol

generator.

offset phase points. A decoder couples to the branch metrics

ogy. Many types of codes have been developed Which are
sometimes combined to achieve various performance goals.
Previously, Viterbi convolutional codes combined With Reed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Solomon block codes have provided What Were at one time

A more complete understanding of the present invention
may be derived by referring to the detailed description and
claims When considered in connection With the Figures,

vieWed as being acceptable coding gains. But, the conven
tional TCM schemes and the convolutional encoding
schemes failed to achieve the higher levels of performance

Wherein like reference numbers refer to similar items

that are noW provided through the use of turbo codes. Turbo

throughout the Figures, and:

codes are tWo or higher dimensional block codes that use an

FIG. 1 shoWs a graph depicting Eb/NO versus bit error

iterative feedback decoding scheme. Unfortunately, turbo

probabilities for FSK modulation;

codes require processing over an extended time before ?nal
decisions are produced and therefore cause the communica

FIG. 2 shoWs a graph depicting Eb/NO versus bit error

probabilities for MPSK modulation;

tion system to experience undesirably lengthy latency peri

FIG. 3 shoWs a graph depicting Eb/NO versus bit error

ods. It is believed that the conventional TCM and convolu

probabilities for the transmission of coherently demodulated

tional encoding schemes failed to achieve the higher levels of
performance due, at least in part, to an excessive sensitivity to

small Euclidean distances (ED’s) betWeen nearest-neighbor
phase points in a phase constellation.

20

BPSK over a Gaussian channel using various block codes;
FIG. 4 shoWs a graph depicting Eb/NO versus bit error

probabilities for the transmission of coherently demodulated

Summary:

BPSK over a Gaussian channel using various convolutional

It is an advantage of at least one embodiment of the present
invention that an improved communication method and appa
ratus are provided.
Another advantage of at least one embodiment of the

codes;
FIG. 5 shoWs a block diagram of one embodiment of a
25

teaching of the present invention;

present invention is that an apparatus and method for imple

FIG. 6 shoWs a time line of objects that are generated in the

menting digital communications using FEC coding are pro

communication system of FIG. 5 over the course of succes

vided to achieve performance Which matches or exceeds that

of currently available codes in some applications.

30

Another advantage of at least one embodiment of the

present invention is that a code made up of pseudo-ortho gonal
signals is transmitted so that the pseudo-orthogonal signals
may be separated from one another in a receiver.
Another advantage of at least one embodiment of the
present invention is that a phase-point constellation is com

35

depicted in FIGS. 7A and 7B;
FIGS. 9A-9D graphically illustrate the cancellation of a
40

Another advantage of at least one embodiment of the
present invention is that performance on par With or exceed
ing that Which is achievable through the use of turbo codes is
45

These and other advantages are realiZed in one form by a
method for communicating an n-bit codeWord in a unit inter
val, Where nw+z and Where n, y, and Z are positive integers.

The method calls for transmitting a transmit phase point
selected from a constellation of phase points. A receive phase
point responsive to the transmit phase point and to noise is

FIG. 12 shoWs a notational scheme Which corresponds
50

FIG. 13 shoWs a tree diagram Which illustrates the code

55

FIG. 15 shoWs a trellis diagram formed from the tree dia
60

receive phase point generator con?gured to generate a receive
phase point responsive to the transmit phase point and to
is responsive to the receive phase point. The branch metrics

register starts at the all Zeros state;
FIG. 14 shoWs a tree diagram that indicates hoW tWo QPSK
signals are independently encoded and yet form a common

code tree;

The above and other advantages are realiZed in another

plurality of offset phase points. Each of the offset phase points

With the operation of the FEC encoder depicted in FIG. 11;
Words and states for the ?rst four input bits, assuming the shift

hypotheses to accept and reject the hypotheses in addition to
counteracting the noise.

noise. A branch metrics generator is con?gured to de?ne a

Which result from a cancellation task When incorrect hypoth
eses are formed concerning the second QPSK signal;
FIG. 11 shoWs a block diagram of an FEC encoder con?g

length of 7;

generated. 22 alternate hypotheses about potential combina

form by a receiver for use in a communication system in
Which a codeWord transformed into a transmit phase point is
transmitted during a unit interval. The receiver includes a

second QPSK signal from a signal de?ned by a 16-QAM
phase point constellation Which results from the vector addi
tion of the second QPSK signal to a ?rst QPSK signal;
FIGS. 10A-10D graphically illustrate offset phase points

ured as a rate 1/2 Viterbi code generator With a constraint

tions of the Z bits of the n-bit codeWord are formed. One of the

22 hypotheses is correct and 22-1 of the 22 hypotheses are
incorrect. A decoding process is applied to the 22 alternate

FIGS. 8A and 8B graphically shoW a 16-QAM phase point
constellation that results from the vector summation of all

possible values for the tWo independent QPSK signals

from one another in a receiver to loWer sensitivity to Euclid

achieved Without causing the communication system to suffer
from the excessive latency times Which are characteristic of
turbo codes.

sive unit intervals;
FIGS. 7A and 7B graphically shoW tWo independent QPSK
signals that are vector-added together to achieve a phase point
constellation consistent With the teaching of the present

invention;

piled so that pseudo-or‘thogonal signals may be separated
ean distances betWeen nearest-neighbor points in the constel
lation.

communication system con?gured in accordance With the

65

gram of FIG. 14;
FIG. 16 shoWs a How chart of a Viterbi decoding algorithm
that may be implemented by a decoder in a receiver of the
communication system of FIG. 5;
FIG. 17 graphically shoWs the cancellation of an IlQl
symbol from a receive phase point to leave an I2Q2 symbol;
FIG. 18 shoWs a How chart of a sequential decoding algo
rithm that may be implemented by a decoder in a receiver of
the communication system of FIG. 5;

US 8,437,431 B1
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cations through other types of channels 38 may also bene?t
from the teaching of the present invention. For example,

FIGS. 19A-19C show a ?rst 64-QAM embodiment of a

phase point constellation built from three pseudo-orthogonal

channel 38 may alternatively convey signals acoustically,
magnetically, or optically; or, channel 38 may be provided by

QPSK signals in a manner consistent With the teaching of the

present invention;

a memory device to Which data are Written (transmitted), then

FIG. 20 shoWs a tree diagram that indicates hoW the three

later read (received).

QPSK signals from the example of FIGS. 19A-19C may be
encoded; and

FIG. 6 shoWs a time line of signal and/or data objects that
are generated in communication system 30 over the course of

FIGS. 21A and 21B shoW a second 64-QAM embodiment

successive unit intervals 42. Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6,
during each unit interval 42, transmitter 32 receives a data
message 44 at a terminal 46. Message 44 is the data that is to

of a phase point constellation built from three pseudo-or
tho gonal QPSK signals in a manner consistent With the teach

ing of the present invention.

be conveyed through channel 38. And, message 44 is received
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

at a rate of k bits per unit interval 42, Where k is a positive
integer. Transmitter 32 parses k-bit message 44 into tWo or
more message streams, and routes the tWo or more message

Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the dimension
less ratio Eb/NO is a standard quality measure for digital com
munication system performance. The ratio Eb/NO can be

tively, but independently, convert a k-bit message 44 into an

evaluated as a metric that characterizes the performance of

n-bit codeWord 50, Where n is a positive integer greater than k.

one system versus another. The smaller the required Eb/NO for

streams to independent, forWard error correction (FEC)

encoders 48. During each unit interval, encoders 48 collec

20

a communication system, the more ef?cient the system

modulation and detection process is for a given probability of
error. Orthogonal signaling provides a loWer E b/NO at the
expense of additional bandWidth. Multi-phase and multi
level signaling do not require additional bandWidth but

in more detail.

During each unit interval 42, a phase mapping section 52
transforms an n-bit codeWord 50 into a single complex trans
25

constellation of phase points that are con?gured in a manner
that is discussed in more detail beloW. Further, during each
unit interval 42, a transmit phase point 54 is presented to a

Without an increase in either bandWidth or Eb/NO. It achieves
30

54 may implement any of the variety of digital and analog
including upconversion to an RF frequency, band-pass ?lter
35

interfere With the detection of the other quadrature BPSK

Communication signal 36, Which is invariably corrupted

The beloW-presented discussion about preferred embodi

With noise in channel 38 and the front end of receiver 34, is
40

received at an antenna 60 of receiver 34. Antenna 60 couples
to receive phase point generator 62, Which serves as an initial

receive stage of receiver 34. Receive phase point generator 62
performs conventional processing on communication signal

detection of the other QPSK signal. That is, in effect the tWo
QPSK signals may be vieWed as being pseudo-orthogonal to
each other.
In one example, tWo QPSK signals are combined to pro

ing, poWer ampli?cation, and broadcasting communication
signal 36 from an antenna 58 into channel 38.

signal.
ments of the present invention may be vieWed as extending
this BPSK to QPSK process further such that tWo indepen
dent QPSK signals could be combined in such a Way that the
detection of one QPSK signal Would not interfere With the

?nal transmit stage 56 Where the transmit phase point 54 is
processed for and applied to channel 38. Final transmit stage
processing tasks that are knoWn to those skilled in the art,

pendent BPSK signals in quadrature. Since the tWo signals
are orthogonal, the detection of one BPSK signal does not

mit phase point 54 having in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase
(Q) components. Transmit phase point 54 is selected from a

require a higher Eb/NO.
Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), hoWever, alloWs a
higher data rate compared to bi-phase shift keying (BPSK)
this quality because the tWo signal components of QPSK are
orthogonal. That is, the data rate doubles going from BPSK to
QPSK Without an increase in either bandwidth or Eb/NO.
QPSK signaling can be thought of as transmitting tWo inde

Collectively, encoders 48 increase the data rate by adding
systematic redundancy bits. Encoders 48 are discussed beloW

36 so as to produce a receive phase point 64 during each unit

interval 42. This processing may include RF ampli?cation,
45

band-pass ?ltering, doWnconversion, equalization, frequency
and phase synchronization, bit synchronization, digitization,

duce a 16-point quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM)

and the like. Receive phase point 64 is a complex digital value

constellation. The signals are coded and combined in a man

having in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) components.

ner that alloWs them to be separated in the demodulation and

decoding process. In effect, the presence of the second QPSK
signal doesn’t interfere With the ?rst QPSK signal and vice

50

44, although it Will be displaced in time. A receive phase point

versa. That is, the signals are made pseudo-orthogonal via the

encoding and decoding process.
This technique can also be applied to create higher order
pseudo-orthogonal constellations. The natural extension is to

55

combine 3 QPSK signals into 64-QAM and 4 QPSK signals
into 256-QAM.
FIG. 5 shoWs a block diagram of one embodiment of a

communication system 30 con?gured in accordance With the
teaching of the present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 5, com

Ideally, each receive phase point 64 corresponds to a trans
mit phase point 54, an n-bit codeWord 50, and a k-bit message

60

64 Will be displaced in time from its corresponding transmit
phase point 54 due to processing in ?nal transmit stage 56,
propagation delay in channel 38, and processing in receive
phase point generator 62. But a receive phase point 64 Will
invariably fail to precisely equal its corresponding transmit
phase point 54 due in large part to the presence ofnoise 40. A
receive phase point 64 Will be displaced further in time from
its corresponding n-bit codeWord 50 due to processing in
phase map 52, and displaced even further in time from a

munication system 3 0 includes a transmitter 32 and a receiver

corresponding k-bit message 44 by processing in encoders

34.A communication signal 36 is applied by transmitter 32 to
a channel 38 Where it is invariably corrupted by noise 40,
assumed to be additive Gaussian White noise (AGWN)
herein, then obtained from the channel by receiver 34. While
the preferred embodiment is speci?cally con?gured for a

48.

radio-frequency (rf) communication channel 38, communi

During each unit interval 42, a receive phase point 64 is
65

presented to a branch metrics generator 66. Branch metrics
generator 66 performs tWo tasks in response to each receive

phase point 64. Branch metrics generator 66 may be imple
mented using a memory device programmed to carry out the

